
Microtec new fashional Mug Press For Sublimation Mug.

This mug heat press is upgraded from Microtec Top-selling mug press MP-70, but with a stronger handle, which offers better pressure, and looks more fashion. 
       
Holds 9oz mug and 11oz cup heater, this heat press can transfer the most popular cylindrical shape Sublimation cup 

The side and bottom plates are made of metal, which makes this Mug hot press Strong and stable.

The structure is simple, linear, easy to install and maintain. Good choice for beginner and shopes.  

 
 

This mug press can use four different sizes and two different shapes of mug heaters, and can transfer images to 6oz cone mugs, 9oz cone mugs, and 11oz mugs

GY-04 digital controller: The vacuum cup hot press has a high-end
GY-04 digital time & temperature controller, temperature accuracy:
±5°C, time range: 0-999
seconds                                                 

CE approved: The mug hot press has passed the CE certification, with
high quality

Stronger handle: Innovative structure of the handle. Make mug hot
pressing easier to operate and stronger

Replaceable cup heater: Three sizes of mug heater 9oz, 11oz are
available, can transfer different size sublimation cups.

  

https://www.heatpress.cn/products/Mug-Heat-Press.htm
https://www.heatpress.cn/products/Sublimation-Mugs.htm
https://www.heatpress.cn/products/Sublimation-Mugs.htm
https://www.heatpress.cn/products/MPA-500B-Mug-Heat-Press.html


 model.  MP-130A / MP-130B / MP-130C
 Type of machine  manual

 Mug heater
 Dia.6-7.5cm is 6oz, 9oz, 10oz and other cups
 Dia.7.5-9.0cm is suitable for 11oz mugs

 Regulator  GY-04 digital time & temperature. control
 Voltage  120V / 220V
 power  300W
 time limit  0-999 seconds
 Maximum temperature  225 C
 Temperature accuracy  ±0.5%
 Package dimensions  41 * 40 * 33 cm
 net weight  6.15kg / 5.4kg
 total weight  7kg / 7.6kg

This mug press can use four different sizes and two different shapes of mug heaters, and can transfer
images to 6oz cone mugs, 9oz cone mugs, and 11oz mugs



Each Signle copper sheathed heating rod is tested before being cast into aluminum alloy or mica flakes.
These heating rods are comparable to those in industrial ovens, which can heat up quickly, work efficiently
and can be used for many years. With our industrial-quality thermal castings, you can get a five-year
worry-free warranty.
 

All Microtec heat presses are strictly tested according to the following procedures before leaving the
factory.

1) Turn on the machine and let it heat to 200 degrees Celsius.

2) Keep the temperature at 200 degrees Celsius for at least 20 minutes

 

 

All machines are packed in cartons, filled with styrofoam, and have manual instructionsion Provided for
each set of machines.

 

The main goal of Microtec is to support all customers who can manage heat transfer activities without
interruption. Therefore, Microtec provides free spare parts, quantitative orders and the following
guarantees:
*Lifetime free technical support for all heat presses.
*Two-year warranty
*Five-year warranty for fusion and welding.



* Five-year warranty for heating plate.
*Six months warranty for cups, plates and bottle cap heaters.

 


